
 
 

OpticsPlanet Releases OPMOD Gear for Your Gun Guide. 

OpticsPlanet is thrilled to debut their excellent guide of OPMOD branded products specifically 

designed for protecting your firearms.  

Northbrook, Illinois June 27, 2014 –OpticsPlanet after careful consideration, has released their 

exclusive guide of OPMOD products to protect your firearms. With over 50 products covering a 

vast breadth of outdoor and shooting gear, the OPMOD brand has a product for any customer.  

This never before compiled gift guide of OPMOD accessories for your gun includes a wide 

range of products all with the purpose of safeguarding firearms. Whether it be keeping your guns 

secure while traveling to and from the range or fighting off dust and moisture in storage, 

OPMOD bags have it covered. Bags like the OPMOD AARC 3.0 double rifle case, OPMOD 

PRB professional range bag as well as many others, were built to the highest standards and 

feature heavy duty nylon construction.  

Not only does the OPMOD Gear for Your Gun Guide showcase a handful of bags and cases but 

it also features the spectacular Edge OPMOD ZRG+ shooting glasses and an item that no shooter 

should be without, the OPMOD GCM gun cleaning mat. Shooters everywhere can find comfort 

knowing that each one of the OPMOD products in the guide have been thoroughly tested and 

come with the outstanding OPMOD limited lifetime warranty.  

 

About OpticsPlanet, Inc. 

Founded in 2000, OpticsPlanet, Inc. is the leading online destination for technical and high-

performance gear. OpticsPlanet, Inc. serves demanding enthusiasts and professionals who are 

passionate about their jobs, serious about their recreation, and devoted to their service. Currently 

offering over 700,000 items from 2,500 brands in 300 niche specialty categories, OpticsPlanet, 

Inc.’s wide selection of riflescopes, holsters, sunglasses, flashlights and more combined with 

great prices, in-house customer service and a knowledgeable team of specialists has helped it 

grow into one of the largest online retailers in the world. 

 

In 2013, the company was recognized for the seventh straight year by Internet Retailer Magazine 

as one of the top 500 e-retailers in the United States. OpticsPlanet, Inc. has also been recognized 

by Inc. Magazine as one of the top 5,000 fastest growing companies in the country, and the 

Better Business Bureau has ranked them as A+.  

 

Some of the stores in OpticsPlanet, Inc.’s portfolio include OpticsPlanet.com, Dvor.com – the 

world’s first members only store devoted to gear – EyewearPlanet.com, Tactical-Store.com, and 

LabPlanet.com. 

 

http://www.opticsplanet.com/top-500-e-retailer.html
http://www.dvor.com/
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